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A sequence of independent, identically distributed random vectors Xl> X 2 , X 3 , •••
is said to belong to the domain of attraction of a random vector Y is there exist
linear operators An and constant vectors b n such that An(X. , ..., Xn) + b n converges
in distribution to Y. We present a simple, necessary, and sufficient condition for the
existence of such An, Bn in the case where Y has no normal component. © 1986
Academic Press, Inc.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Suppose that X, XI, X 2 , ••. are independent random vectors on IRk with
common distribution J.l. Under suitable conditions on J.l we can find linear
operators An and constants b n such that An(XI + ... + Xn) + b n converges
in distribution to a nontrivial limit. For example if EIIXII 2 < 00 we can take
A n =n- I / 2/ and b n = -nEX and the limiting distribution is normal with
mean zero. The class of all nontrivial limit distributions obtained in this
way is called the operator-stable distributions. We say that X is in the
domain of attraction of Y operator-stable if An(XI + ... + Xn) + b n con
verges in distribution to Y for some An, b n. The limit law Y is said to be
full, or nondegenerate, if it is not almost surely contained in some (k - 1)
dimensional hyperplane. In this case An must be invertible for all large n,
and the distribution of A; I( Y - b n) approximates that of (XI + ... + Xn).
We are interested therefore in obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions
for X to belong to the domain of attraction of a full operator-stable law.
Operator-stable laws have been investigated by Sharpe [9], Kucharczak
[5], and several others. Since an operator-stable law is the weak limit of
the triangular array AnXI + ... + AnXn + b n it is infinitely divisible.
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Infinitely divisible laws on IRk were characterized by P. Levy [6J who gave
the following result. Y is infinitely divisible if and only if there exists a triple
(a, Q, ¢J), where a E IRk, Q is a nonnegative quadratic form on IRk, and ¢J is a
Borel measure on IRk - {O} which is finite on sets bounded away from the
origin and which satisfies

1

0< IIxll < 1

IlxI12¢J{ dx} <

(1.1 )

00,

such that the characteristic function of Y can be written in the form e"',
where

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of a triangular
array of random vectors to a weak limit were given by Rvaceva [8]. An
application of her Theorem 2.3 yields immediately that
(1.3)

holds for some full Y with Levy representation (a, 0, ¢J) if and only if
nJ1{A; 1 dx}

[r

lim lim n
e~O n~ 00
Jo <

-(1

--+

¢J{ dx};

(1.4a)

(x, t)2J1{ A; 1 dx}
IIxll <e

(x, t) J1{A;1

0< IIxll <e

dX})2] =0.

(l.4b)

In this case Y is operator-stable and its Levy measure ¢J satisfies

A¢J{ dx} = ¢JP -E dx},

(1.5)

where AA denotes the operator exp [(log A) A J and E is a nonsingular linear
operator on IRk whose eigenvalues all have real part greater than! (cf. [9J).

2.

RESULTS

The main result of this paper extends a theorem of Feller [1 J which
states that a random variable with distribution function F(x) = J1( - 00, x J
is in the domain of attraction of a nonnormal stable law in IRI if and only if
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the tailsum F( - x) + 1 - F(x) varies regularly at infinity with index
P E ( - 2, 0), and for some O::E:; c ::E:; 1

.
11m
x--+oo

F( -x)

F( -x)+ I-F(x)

=c.

An equivalent condition is that for some an --.00, nF( -anx) --. C1x and
n[I-F(anx)] --. C 2 x. In this case (1.3) holds with An=a;l, and the Levy
measure of Yis given by rjJ( - 00, -x) = C1x P and rjJ(x, 00) = C 2 x P • That is,
X is in the domain of attraction of Y if and only if there exists an --. 00 such
that nil{an dx} --. rjJ{ dx}.
THEOREM.
X is in the domain of attraction of a full nonnormal operator
stable law Y with Levy measure rjJ if and only if there exists a sequence of
linear operators {An} such that IIAnl1 --.0 and nfl{ A; 1 dx} --. rjJ{ dx}. In this
case (1.3) holds for some sequence of constant vectors {b n }.

The proof of this theorem requires a few preliminary results.
LEMMA 1. Suppose B is a linear operator on ~k and all eigenvalues of B
have real part greater than some oc > O. For any I: > 0 there exists Ao > 0 such
that IIABxl1 >A"'-£llxll for all A~Ao and x#o.

Transformation groups of the form {e tB : t E ~} have been exten
sively studied in the literature on linear differential equations on ~k. The
above result is an easy computation using, for example, Hirsch and Smale
[3, Chap. 6]. I
Proof

Define a real-valued function f on ~k - {O} by setting f(t)

=

rjJ( B t) where

(2.1 )
The measure rjJ can be represented as a mixture of Levy measures which
satisfy (1.5) and are concentrated on a single orbit of the transformation
group {A. E: A> O} (cf. [5]). Since oB t is bounded away from the origin and
IIAEll --.0 as A --.0, the set {A. > 0: AEX E OB t } has Lebesgue measure zero for
any x E ~k. Thus rjJ( oB t) = 0 for all t, and it follows that f is continuous.
LEMMA 2. Suppose K is a compact subset Of~k- {O}. For all 1:>0 suf
ficiently small there exists flo > 1 such that f(flX)::E:; fl6 - £ f( x) whenever
1 ~ Il ~ Ilo and x E K.

Proof It suffices to prove the theorem in the case K = {x E ~k:
a ~ Ilxll ::E:; b}, where 0 < a < b. By (1.5) and (2.1) we have Af(t) = f(A E*[) for
all A> 0 and [# O. If x E K and fl > 0 there exists x' E K and A> 0 such that
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J1.x = AEO X' and then f(J1.x) = Af( X'). The desired result follows from
Lemma 1 by a straightforward computation. I

Let J1.o denote the distribution of the random variable I(X, 0)1 and define
for r>O and 11011 = 1
U(r, 0) = (
V(r, 0) =

S 2J1.o{ ds}

(2.2)

fXl J1.o{ ds}
r

(compare with Feller [1, p.282]). The key to the proof of the above
theorem is the following lemma, which states that V(r, 0) is R - 0 varying
(cf. Seneta [10]) as a function of r, uniformly in O.
LEMMA
(j

3.

Suppose IIAnll-+O and nJ1.{A;;l dx} -+tfo{dx}. Then for all

> 0 sufficiently small there exist positive reals ro and Ao ~ 1 such that
V(rA, O)/V(r, (J)

~ A~ -

2

(2.3)

whenever 1 ~ A ~ Ao and r ~ roo
Proof

Define g(t) = j1.(B t ), where B t is defined by (2.1). For all t E

IRk_{O} we have ng(A:t)=nj1.(A;;lB t )-+tfo(B t )=f(t), and furthermore
this convergence is uniform on compact subset of IRk - {O}. Let n(r, 0) =

max{n: IIA:- 1 «(J/r)11 ~ 1}. From the fact that IIAnll-+O it follows that
n(r, 0) -+ 00 as r -+ 00 uniformly in (J. Writing n for n(r,O) and Yn =
A:- 1«(J/r) we have
V(rA,O)
V(r, 0)

g«(J/rA)
g«(J/r)

ng(A: Yn/A)
ng(A: Yn) .

From nJ1.{A;;11 dx} -+tfo{dx} it follows that IIAn+lA;;lll remains bounded
away from zero and infinity as n -+ 00, and hence for some ro> 0 the set
{Yn: r ~ ro, 11011 = 1} is compactly contained in IRk - {O}. Now the desired
result follows from Lemma 2 and the fact that ng(A: t) -+ f(t) uniformly on
compacta. I
Proof of Theorem. The weak convergence of the left-hand side of (1.3)
requires IIAnll-+ O. Suppose IIAnl1 -+ 0 and (1.4a) holds. We will be done if
we can show that (l.4b) follows. By the Schwartz inequality, it is enough to
show that for all Iltll = 1
lim
£

lim:

~ 0 n ~ 00

(x, t)2J1.{A;;1 dx} =0.

nJ

0 < IIxll <

£

(2.4)
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The expression under the limit in (2.4) is nonnegative and bounded above
by np~ U(e/Pn, en) where Pn = IIA: III ~ 0 as n ~ 00 and en = A: I/Pn is a
unit vector. Integrating by parts in (2.2) we obtain
U(r, e) =

-

r 2V(r, e) + 2

f:

sV(s, e) ds.

(2.5)

By Lemma 3 and Seneta [to, Theorem A.2, part (b) J there exist positive
reals c, ro such that for all Ilell = 1 and r ~ ro

J: s V(s, e) ds ~ cr2 V(r, e).
Hence for all large n
np~ U(e/Pn, en) ~ e 2(2c -1) nV(e/Pn, en)
~ e 2(2c - 1) neb -2 V(l/Pn, en)
= (2c -

1) ebng(A: t) ~ (2c - 1) eb/(/)

by Lemma 3, Seneta [to, Theorem A.2, part (a)J, and the fact that
~ /(/). Equation (2.4) follows.
I

ng(A: t)

3.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The theory of regular variation has been used to prove new limit
theorems in probability and to improve the presentation of known results.
The work of Feller on stable laws and domains of attraction in 1R1 gives a
striking example of the kind of clarity and unification of method which the
theory of regular variation can provide. In a multi variable setting, Hahn
and Klass [2J have shown that slow variation of the truncated second
moment function (the function U(r, e), defined in Section 2 above)
uniformly in e is necessary and sufficient for a random vector X to belong
to the domain of attraction of a normal law. The arguments of the above
section make use of the theory of R - 0 variation, but more central is the
fact that the condition nJ1 {A;; 1 dx } ~ <p { dx} entails a kind of regular
variation of the measure J1 at infinity. We mentioned in the proof of the
theorem that ng(A: I) ~ /(/) is necessary for attraction of X to a full, non
normal, operator-stable limit Y. This is a regular variation condition on
g(/) at 1=0. We are currently investigating the subject of such limit con
ditions and attempting to classify the kinds of functions and measures on
IRk which are subject to them, as well as the kinds of limits which can
occur.
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The theorem presented in this paper reduces to a result obtained by
Resnick and Greenwood [7, Theorem 4] in the case where k = 2 and An
has a matrix representation which is diagonal with respect to the standard
basis for ~k. A similar result was obtained by Jurek [4] in the case where
An = n- E for all nand E is as in (1.5) above.
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